Tuesday 8 November 2016

Student Council

1. **What would students like on the Student Council Agenda for 2016 - 2017?**
   - Tutor Time - could this time also include elements of learning about life skills i.e. how to open a bank account? BN to pass onto KR.
   - Reds - could we access from home? MB to discuss with x RT.
   - New ideas - before new ideas are implemented could they please be discussed with Student Council? BN yes.
   - Tutors - concerns that Tutors don’t pass on messages. MB to reiterate to Tutors.
   - TV Stations - could these be used for messages? BN to speak to KR.
   - Radio of each floor for E-Cov - MB to speak to x DN.
   - Out of school at lunchtime - why can’t Year 10 also go out? BN discussed Safeguarding concerns.
   - Why can’t phones be used at lunchtime? BN reiterated how since ban had been introduced there had been a significant reduction in “issues” related to phones.
   - Stamp to Red Ratio: seems a bit low? MB to discuss with x MW.
   - Concerns regarding Supply Teachers in Science and English. BN explained replacements would be in post by end of November and apologised for disruption to learning for students.
   - Year 11 printing - BN explained process for students to acquire printing codes i.e. they need to go to Finance Office and request code.
   - Lockers? MB to look into feasibility of outside Lockers.

2. **AOB**
   - Uniform Consultation requested.